Discover the Gift (Introduction Evening)
Join Yves Nager & Eunjung Choi for an evening of activation, transformation and conscious cocreation. Enjoy a truly inspirational and transformational movie and learn effective steps how to
discover your gifts and joyfully creating your life in a happy and healthy way. Experience firsthand how
it feels to transcend limitations into new possibilities and transform challenges into freedom.
“Discover the Gift: It’s Why We’re Here” is a film that will be shown for the first full-length screening.
In “Discover the Gift”, award-winning director Demian Lichtenstein and his sister, Shajen Joy Aziz,
narrate and present a simple road map to a journey of self-discovery that will change your life
forever. Sharing their own heartfelt, personal stories of tragedy and redemption, the brother and sister
are joined by 36 of today’s most influential transformational leaders and luminaries throughout the
world who will inspire you, guide you, and ultimately enable you to begin your own journey to find
your gift and the life you were meant to live.
This feature-length documentary explores the basic but vital reality that we are each given a unique
gift, a purpose in our lives that is always seeking to express itself. The film describes the process of
discovering your passions and your gift. Identifying your gift, clarifying it, taking steps toward it and
manifesting it in your life. Another powerful section of the film describes the synergy and fulfillment
that occurs once we are giving and sharing our gifts with others.
After the film Yves and Eunjung will share how they discovered their own gifts, how they embarked on
their own transformative journey in being of a greater service to others, animals and themselves and
how their journey guided them to many sacred and powerful sites all around the world. So far they
have visited together 30 countries around the world, and they have learned from and shared with
many wisdom keepers, shamans, high-priestesses, Buddhist monks and healers.
Based on 8 steps they will share transformational wisdom and personal practices to discover and
unfold your gift and help you to find the power to make your unique contribution to transform our
world. This evening will also give you an overview and insight in the following workshops and events
Yves and Eunjung will share while they are visiting …
It’s time for you, also to radiate your own light and soul essence and to enlighten your own path!
More info about Yves, Eunjung and “Discover the Gift” can be found in the following websites:

www.yvesnager.com

www.latriaterranova.com

www.discoverthegift.com

